CHANGING TO VEHICLE MODE

1. Remove the head and adjust the arms and legs to form the vehicle.
2. Attach the vehicle parts to complete the vehicle mode.

Reverse order of instructions to convert back to robot.
**Changin to Power-Up Mode**

1. **Drill Drone**
   - Front End Loader Drone
   - Plow Drone
   - Steamroller Drone

2. **Steamhammer Commander Power-Up Mode**

3. **5 Vehicles Combiners**
   - Drones automatically convert when attached to Mudslinger Commander Power-Up Mode!

4. **POWER CORE COMBINERS**

5. **MINI-CONS® (sold separately) and drone vehicles attach to power-up any Commander figure (sold separately)!**
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Not suitable for children under 3 years because of small parts – choking hazard.